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Tropicália returned to London on a rainy February evening, almost exactly thirty-six 

years after Hélio Oiticica's one person show 'Eden' opened at the Whitechapel Art 

Gallery in 1969. Oiticica had come to London from Brazil, escaping the 5th Institutional 

Act which allowed the military regime – in power since 1964 – to suspend all political 

and constitutional rights, thus initiating an era of political oppression, youth revolt 

movements and counterculture. 

 

It was in this period that a number of significant cultural productions took place in Brazil: 

the exhibition 'New Brazilian Objectivity' at the Museum of Modern Art in Rio de 

Janeiro (1967) which first presented Oiticia's installation Tropicália, the screening of the 

film Terra em Transe (Land in Anguish) by 'cinema novo' protagonist Glauber Rocha, 

and the Oficina Theatre performance of O Rei da Vela (The Candle King) by Oswald de 

Andrade, amongst others. 

 

Oiticica's Tropicália consists of an assemblage of penetrables, creating a tropical scene 

with plants, parrots, sand, and pebbles. The title was adopted for a song by Caetano 

Veloso and went on to become the signifier for a movement encompassing cinema, 
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theatre, poetry, music and architecture, a historical diversity reflected in the exhibition 

and the Barbican’s accompanying events program.  

 

Many Brazilian artists up to the present day are influenced by Oswald de Andrade's 

'Anthropophagic Manifesto' (1928). The text promoting cultural cannibalism, opposing 

nationalistic Modernists, and ‘provoking a consciousness, an attitude with regards to 

colonial culture, that isn't a rejection of Western culture’ (Rocha). Tropicália was later 

interpreted as a rereading of Oswaldian anthropophagi, and this consciousness is reflected 

not only in Oiticica's work but is also visible in the desire for collective action and 

participation in other works in the exhibition. The anthropophagic attempt of ignoring 

cultural hierarchies, and of connecting art to life, is dwarfed however within the context 

of the Barbican’s departmentalised white cube, and not even Oiticica's Parangolé capes 

escape a strange fossilisation and fetishisation. 

 

Together with Oiticica, Lygia Clark's censorial masks take centre stage in what is the first 

attempt outside Brazil to illustrate the context these two artists emerged from. After 

bypassing Marepe's A Mudança (2005), a life-size wooden truck referencing the 

displacement of many fellow Bahians, the viewer encounters record sleeves, film posters 

and monitors exhibiting feature and documentary films of the epoch on a self-supporting 

scaffold structure.  

 

On the upper level the original maquette for de Andrade's O Rei da Vela is shown 

together with slides of the performance and preparatory texts and sketches. A display of 
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neo-concrete art including works by Waldemar Cordeiro, Lygia Pape and Ferreira Gullar 

somehow oddly round up the historical representation without going into much detail 

about the social and political dimension their work had in demystifying traditional art and 

the overcoming of physical limits in communication at the time. 

 

The exhibition curator Carlos Basualdo characterises Tropicalism as something 'open', a 

moment rather than a movement. This modus operandi ties in neatly with the current 

discourse around collaborative practices and re-appropriation and becomes apparent 

through the questionable inclusion of contemporary artists in the show. Thus, assume 

vivid astro focus occupies the same stage as fashion displays from the 1960s, forming a 

relationship with hallucinatory colorful wallpaper, a continuous film program and 

performances by London based 'Slum Dunk' duo Tetine.  

 

Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster's film Bahia Desortientada (2005) takes a song-like 

structure with five verses and a chorus of breaking waves, underscoring the paramount 

significance of music within the movement. Shot on a beach in Ribeira (Salvador da 

Bahia), the French artist linked up with musician Arto Lindsay, and through the 

installation design referenced architect Lina Bo Bardi, who also features prominently in 

the show. 

 

The tropical garden of the Barbican served as scenery for the opening reception with beer 

sponsored by a Brazilian brewery trying to break into the British market. In the era of 

favela chic, this commercial exploitation of the ‘Tropicalist moment’ manifests itself 
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further with the presentation of the ‘Tropicália’ sampler via a listening post in the 

exhibition and the concurrent shows with Brazilian (based) artists at several private 

London galleries. 

 

Though the show repeatedly attempts to claim Tropicália as a vehicle for dialogue 

between generations and the continuing legacy of anthropophagia in contemporary 

Brazil, i.e. the radical dissemination of free software (catalogue), this very mannered 

exhibition lacks a decisive element, namely what it meant for the people on the streets of 

Brazil to have lived the political moments of the 1960s, and what this movement’s 

significance is there today. Perhaps ‘Tropicália’ could have made a healthier examination 

of the ‘revolution’ in the context of London's Tower Hamlets borough, rather than in a 

hygienic venue in the prosperous City of London. 

 

 

 

This review was originally published in Untitled London, spring 2006 

 

 

 

 


